A broker guide to selling cyber insurance
THIS INFORMATION IS INTENDED FOR INSURANCE BROKERS AND OTHER INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS ONLY

CyberEdge® Playbook
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Cyber Threats
Cyber is consistently one of the top three risks businesses face, with the
average cost of a data breach globally at approximately $4 million. 1

Increasing awareness of the potential for
reputational harm has led to more C-Suite
involvement in strategic cyber initiatives.

Key stats
Cyber crime costs the Australian economy over

Recent studies have revealed that up to

$2 billion 70% of all targeted
companies
annually.
are small businesses.

The average cost to a business who has been
subjected to a cyber breach was

$2.64 million.

Other hot topics

60% of
companies

IT departments cannot be the sole source
for defending against cyber risk.

Cloud computing and mobile technology
are growing areas of concern when it
comes to potential sources of cyber risk.

Clients are increasingly aware of cyber
network downtime as a potential loss from
a cyber issue.

will go out of business within one year of a cyber breach..
Source: Ponemon Institute Research Report

1 IBM (2016) Cost of a Data Breach Study retrieved from www.ibm.com/security/data-breach/
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After calling the CyberEdge® hotline, clients can expect:

With cyber threats increasing and the introduction of the first mandatory
reporting regime in Australia in February 2018, how a business responds
to a data breach has never been more important. CyberEdge® assists
clients to quickly respond to an incident and manage the event from
breach through to resolution.
Immediate Response

Access to Experts

Response Advisor

As soon as a cyber security incident is
detected or suspected, clients can call
the 24/7 CyberEdge hotline to be
connected to response consultants.
This immediate response is important
as many cyber incidents occur during
downtimes.

Clients are advised by PR, legal
and IT consultants who are experts
in cyber security incidents and data
breaches. How a company responds
to and manages an incident can
influence the outcome of a regulatory
investigation and therefore being
guided by experienced specialists
is critical.

CyberEdge’s response and event
management is led by legal advisers
at top Australian law firms who
also have global footprints. This
legal guidance is crucial to ensure
a coordinated response and to
minimise potential liabilities faced by
the business.

Breach component

BREACH

CyberEdge response

Immediate response and assistance within 1
hour from claims and legal response advisor.
There will be no retention applicable for legal
costs incurred within the first 72 hours.
Expert forensics: what’s been affected, how
can it be contained, repaired or restored

FORENSICS

Expert legal advice and PR consultancy to
contain reputational damage
LEGAL/PR

NOTIFICATION

FINES &
INVESTIGATION

Costs of notifying data subjects who may be
affected by the breach – and credit or identity
theft monitoring to prevent further losses
Professional preparation for any
investigation, insurable fines, and penalties
by a data protection regulator

Defence costs and damages for:

LIABILITIES
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• Any breach of personal or corporate data
•C
 ontaminating someone else’s data with a virus
• Theft of system access code
• A negligent act or error by an employee
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Mandatory Data Breach Laws
1) T he notification regime applies generally to entities regulated by the Privacy Act 1988. In some instances
entities with an annual turnover of less than $ 3,000,000 will not be captured by the notification regime.

Individual

2) W
 here a suspected unauthorised access or disclosure occurs, an entity must assess whether the incident is
an “eligible data breach”.
3) A
 n “eligible data breach” has occurred if the incident is likely to result in serious harm to any individuals.
Assessing the risk of harm will turn on numerous factors such as the type and sensitivity of any
compromised information, security measures in place to protect the information and who may have
obtained the information.

Within 30 days
Annual turnover
of less than

Notification
by OAIC

$ 3,000,000

4) If an entity is unsure if an “eligible data breach” has occurred, it must undertake an assessment and
determine if an “eligible data breach” has occurred as soon as possible within 30 days.
5) If an “eligible data breach” has occurred the entity must notify the incident to the OAIC, and notify
affected individuals as soon as practicable.
6) T he notification statement must be as prescribed by legislation.
7) F ailure to comply with the notification laws can be considered an “interference with the privacy of an
individual”, which can result in significant monetary penalties, and lead to the OAIC exercising its
investigatory powers and other compulsive functions.

suspected unauthorised
access

8) T he OAIC may also take regulatory action as a result of an “eligible data breach”, including
commencing an investigation into the affected entity.
Source: Clyde&CO
The above provides a high level outline of the notification laws, and does not address all of the provisions and obligations housed within
the law. There are also exceptions to the notification laws, which apply in particular circumstances. The above is to be used as a high level
guide only and if an organisation requires further information, specialist legal advice should be sought immediately
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Eligible Data Breaches
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CyberEdge® at a glance
Through our modular wording, clients can choose the level of cover and support they require – ensuring they receive tailored insurance for
the risks they face.
Breach Component
Module

Prevention

Breach/Forensics

Business Impact/
PR / Notification

Liabilities

 4/7 IT support to identify and
2
correct the immediate network issues

Response Management

IT services and data restoration

 otification costs, credit/ID monitoring
N
and reputation protection services

Legal services
Defence

costs and regulatory
data protection fines

Data Protection
& Cyber Liability

Cover

Legal

Network Interruption

 eduction in net profit as a result of a
R
material interruption

OSP Network Interruption

 eduction in net profit as a result of a
R
material interruption

 ctual or alleged breaches of
A
confidential information

Breach of intellectual property or

other wrongful acts in connection
with digital media activities

Digital Media
Assistance

and financial cover to
end a threat

Endorsement

Cyber Extortion

BACK
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Mobile

App/Infrastructure
Scan/Information Portal
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CyberEdge® Cover Modules
Our modular form allows
you to select the cover
your clients need.

Response Management
Response Management coverage provides 24/7
access to a cyber response team during a security
breach or denial of service attack. Having the ability
to call on specialist support to augment a client’s I.T.
department can be crucial as data may still be leaving
the system or a hacker may still be inside network.
•The cyber response team contains technical experts,

experienced incident managers and forensic specialists.
•Often involves coordinating across suppliers quickly to
establish the facts and apply defence controls.
•no policy retention to legal response advisor legal fees
costs incurred within first 72 hours*
*Refer to policy schedule and wording for details of retention free period.

Data Protection & Cyber Liability
Response Management responds to the costs to retain
legal, IT forensics and public relations services to assist
in managing and mitigating a covered privacy or
network security incident.
•Includes costs to notify consumers of a release of private

information.
•Includes cost of credit-monitoring or other remediation
services to help minimise damages to those victimised by a
covered privacy or network security incident.
•Includes costs associated with losses to information assets
such as customer databases resulting from a failure of
network security.
•Covers costs to restore data that is corrupted or not machine
readable.

Data Protection & Cyber Liability responds to third
party liability for claims arising from a failure of the
insured’s network security.
•A
 broader definition of computer system includes leased

computers and cloud computing services.
Claims can be against:
•A
 failure to protect personally identifiable information

from misappropriation, including disclosures as a result of
phishing attacks.
• A failure to protect or wrongful disclosure of private or
confidential information.
•V
 iolation of privacy regulations in connection with failure
to protect private information.
• PCI-DSS non-compliance.

MORE >
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CyberEdge® Cover Modules Continued

Network Interruption

Cyber Extortion

Network interruption covers an insured’s reduction
in net profit and operating expenses when business
operations are interrupted or suspended due to a
failure of network security.

Cyber extortion is a growing threat and cyber criminals
are becoming increasingly ambitious, demanding
larger sums to avert or prevent an attack. Like any
extortion event, organisations need the support of
experienced advisors to investigate and negotiate on
their behalf to attain the best outcome possible.

Broad definition of loss includes reduction in net
profit, normal operation expenses (including
payroll), and those costs to minimise service
disruption.

•Cyber Extortion pays to negotiate and settle network security
related extortion demands made against the insured.
•Triggers when there is a threat to the insured’s computer system.
•Includes the costs of investigations to determine the cause of the
extortion threat and to settle the extortion demand.

Network Interruption:
Outsourced Service Providers
Outsourced Service Providers (OSPs) - including cloud
services - provide a range of valuable services to
organisations such as web hosting, payment processing,
data collection and data storage.
If/when there is a disruption to these services it can have a significant
impact on a client’s network and generate network losses.
•Cloud computing considered an OSP.

Digital Media
In a dynamic and fast moving digital
environment, it is now easier than ever for
companies to inadvertently infringe on
trademarks or misappropriate creative material.
•Damages and defence costs incurred in connection
with a breach of third party intellectual property, or
other specified wrongful acts in connection with
electronic content.

•Network interruption losses resulting from an OSP.
•Costs associated with mitigating the OSP interruption.
•Includes security failures.
•Coverage includes system failures.
BACK
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CyberEdge® includes a wide range of complimentary tools and
services to help businesses reduce the likelihood of a cyber-attack.

Complimentary
loss prevention

Loss Prevention
Services Endorsement

Available to all CyberEdge policyholders.
CyberEdge Mobile App
iPhone®, iPad® and AndroidTM
The CyberEdge Mobile App for
phones and tablets delivers the latest
cyber breach information, news,
opinion and risk analysis. It includes
a data breach threat map displaying
breaches around the world, claims
examples of cyber breaches covered
by CyberEdge and a breach
calculator for businesses to calculate
their potential costs of a data breach.

Infrastructure
Vulnerability Scan
An external scan
for up to 49 of an
insured’s public facing
IP addresses that
detects vulnerabilities
across network
devices, servers, web
applications, and
databases to help
reduce risk and better
manage compliance
requirements.

IP Blocking, Domain
Protection, and Employee
Cybersecurity eLearning
Enables organisations to control
their exposure to criminal activity by
leveraging vast threat intelligence
repositories, precision geo-blocking,
and black-list automation –
proactively reducing the attack surface
up to 90% ahead of the firewall.
Employee eLearning references and
reinforces clients’ security policies
based on their employees’ individual
roles – with more than 40 modules
available in 11 languages.

Cybersecurity
Information Portal
A centralised hub
of educational and
technical cybersecurity
information that can help
assist in the prevention
of a breach. Resources
include training tips,
cyber news and articles,
cyber risk assessments
and a variety of valuable
tools and calculators.

Security
Awareness
Training
Powered by Bandura
Security awareness training
for employees including
phishing training and
simulations.
A unique Assess, Educate,
Reinforce, Measure training
methodology combines
the four key components
of successful cyber security
awareness and training
programmes.

Complimentary for CyberEdge clients with gross premiums over AUD $5,000.
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Preferred Vendor Partner Services
We have partnered with experts in cyber risk to bring our clients additional options to add to their line of defence. These services have
been specifically selected based on our nearly 20 years of experience and how well they can help strengthen the cybersecurity maturity
of an organisation. All CyberEdge® clients have access to the following services at a preferred rate.
Clyde & Co

Norton Rose Fulbright

Clyde & Co is one of the world’s leading international
insurance and reinsurance law firms with extensive expertise
advising on cyber threats, data security and privacy issues
globally. They understand the need for an immediate response
to manage threats and mitigate financial, business and
reputational risks. As a response advisor, they will manage a
cyber incident throughout its lifecycle, including by:
•Providing immediate response via the AIG CyberEdge
hotline
•Coordinating first response and engaging specialist third
party service providers to support insured organisations
•Fast tracking identification of the root cause of an incident
and the remediation steps required
•Identifying, managing and assisting with regulatory
obligations in Australia and globally, including any
notification requirements
•Managing and advising on regulatory investigations and
other potential third party risks.

Norton Rose Fulbright (NRF) provides a globally renowned
and market leading incident response service, which includes
a 365 day a year 24x7 hotline with access to cyber law
experts who can immediately assist your organisation respond
to all aspects of a cyber incident. NRF deals with cyber
incidents on a regular basis and is best placed to understand
the immediate and long term risks to your organisation.
•Incident response and containing breach
•Coordination of IT, PR and other vendors
•Ongoing management of cyber incident, including third
party claims, notifications and regulatory action
•Assistance with recovery

KPMG Cyber Response Team
Effective cyber response requires a multi-disciplinary and
coordinated approach. KPMG’s cyber response team
contains technical experts, experienced incident managers,
forensic specialists and legal advisors.
•Decisive and measured management of incidents or threats
that an organisation may discover, specifically providing
practical assistance and advice on containment, mitigation
and continuation or resumption of business operations
•An independent view of the risks a business faces in
line with their current cyber detection capabilities and
procedures
•An international network across 140 countries provides a
global cyber response capability

Our dedicated cyber incident hotline number and emergency
response email address will ensure you have access to our
emergency response team to manage cyber incidents.
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Preferred Vendor Partner Services Continued
IBM X-Force Incident Response and
Intelligence Services
A security breach can have devastating consequences
for any enterprise—resulting in possible operational
disruption, data leakage, reputation damage and
regulatory complications. The lack of a unified incident
management process, coupled with inexperienced staff,
can increase the business impact of such incidents.IBM®
X- Force® Incident Response Services provides access to a
global team of highly skilled security consultants who can
conduct preemptive incident preparation, data preservation,
in- depth data analysis and response and management
functions in the event of an incident. Designed to provide
a preventive and proactive approach, the service can
facilitate greater visibility into threats and enable more rapid
remediation.
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Porter Novelli Australia

FleishmanHillard

Porter Novelli’s team of crisis management experts provide
rapid response advice and reputation management
following a data breach. Our team of former journalists,
political advisors, corporate affairs practitioners and social
media experts handle all aspects of communication with
media, employees, regulators and other stakeholders
during a crisis.
•Rapid response advice on stakeholder communications
•Media relations and content creation
•Reputation protection for crises and long-term recovery

FleishmanHillard is a global PR firm with extensive
experience in providing PR and communications support
for cyber incidents of all sizes. The team works closely
with the cyber incident manager, the legal team, and
forensics, to develop a comprehensive communications
strategy designed to deliver consistent messaging to key
stakeholders and to protect the reputation of your business.
•Conducting initial cyber incident assessment
•Implementing media monitoring and social listening
•Developing communications strategy and stakeholder
engagement plans
•Providing strategic counsel for the incident management
team
•Drafting all communications and delivery support
•Managing all proactive and reactive media relations
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Global Claims Expertise
At AIG, we process approximately four cyber claims every business day.
Our underwriting and claims teams partner together to help create the best
possible experience. The CyberEdge® claims team is ready to assist clients
as soon as they suspect a potential network breach.
Support When Clients
Need it Most
• O
 ur claims specialists react quickly
to guide our clients, from assessing
their needs to processing their claim.
• Our network of legal firms,
forensic investigators, and public
relations firms offer immediate
support for insureds managing the
consequences of a breach.

Rapid Technical Support
• O
 ur CyberEdge hotline is available
24/7/365 for those policyholders with
First Response cover. Once a call is made
to the hotline, the CyberEdge Claims Team
will coordinate with clients and engage
any necessary vendors including legal
response advisor and forensics firms to
identify immediate threats (such as a
hacker inside a network), and start the
restoration and recovery processes.

Since 1999, we have
helped thousands
of companies globally
respond to cyber attacks.
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Claims Examples
The costs of a cybersecurity incident can rack-up quickly, even for small and medium
sized businesses. Here are some examples that highlight the costs involved in a claim.
Case Study #1 Data Breach

Case Study # 2 Ransomware

Case Study # 3 Distributed Denial of Service

Users of the Insured’s online network had reported that
they had received spam emails from an individual they
knew to be an ex-employee of the Insured, to a unique
email address that they had created exclusively for use
on the Insured’s website. Investigations confirmed that
while working for the Insured, the ex-employee had
access to the relevant customer databases and forensic
IT investigations confirmed the data breach.

A professional services company was affected by
cryptolocker virus identified as the Lockey virus. A
network of 20 computers were affected with users
unable to access files, which had been encrypted.
Investigations revealed the virus entered the computer
network via an infected email attachment which had
been inadvertently opened by an employee.

An online service provided was hit by a Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. The DDoS attacks
effectively starved the web site host system of resources
by flooding it with malicious traffic and preventing
legitimate customers logging on or accessing the
website. Account Customers utilising the Internet, Mobile
Phones and Mobile Apps were unable to log on, new
users were unable to set up accounts.

Steps were taken to ensure that the ex-employee deleted
the data and signed an enforceable undertaking not
to use the data in future. The quick action to contain the
breach and engage with the regulator meant that the
regulatory investigation could be responded to in a way
that satisfied the regulator and the costs and risk could
be contained.
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An IT specialist was brought in to re-build and restore
lost data from the back-up server. The IT costs involved
in containing and recovering from the incident were
claimed under the CyberEdge policy. No ransom was
paid as a result of the data recovery efforts.

A specialist forensic IT vendor was appointed to
investigate and mitigate the attack. The incident involved
serious disruption to the insured’s business and loss
of income as a result of its website being down for
approximately one week at one of the busiest times of
the year. The CyberEdge policy responded to the costs
of the IT investigation and remediation and the loss of
profits suffered.
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American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading international insurance organization serving customers in more than 100 countries. AIG companies serve commercial, institutional, and individual customers through one
of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer. In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of life insurance and retirement services in the United States. AIG common stock is listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com |

YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig |

Twitter: @AIGinsurance |

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig.

This document is provided as a general overview of the subject matter and should not be taken as providing any specific advice, legal or otherwise. Insurance products are issued in Australia by AIG Australia Limited
ABN 93 004 727 753 AFSL No 381686. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional
information, please visit our websites at www.aig.com and www.aig.com.au
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